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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to our fifth issue for 2018, of the
ICTA newsletter, ”FARES”. The sad Taxicab
driver on the cover….Summers over!

Show of 2018, the anual event was a
blast. We also have coverage of the
Put-In-Bay event, more fun.

Wonder what your Checker is worth?
Free of charge, feel free to print this
We have a little article that presents
Newsletter and put in your own binder.
trends in used Checkers pricing. Also
Please forward to all your Checker friends
included is a article about the many
too. Free, well perhaps your friendship could
Checkers out in the world, claiming to
be considered payment?
be….The Last Checker.
If you would like to submit an article or
In this issue, we cover the Fort Cab
personal profile about you or your, Checker,
story, special thanks to Doug Klauck
please submit all content to the email
for some great photographs. We’ll
address on the right side of this page.
also cover the mystery of Checker cow
So what’s new in this issue? For the end of hide. Being the end of Sumer issue
Summer, this issue is packed filled with show we’ll also will present some photo’s of
stories and photos of Checker Summer fun. ICTA Members Checker fun
First up is coverage of Das Awkscht Fescht

Please enjoy issue: volume 4 issue 5.

Editor: Joe Fay
Drivermatica8@yahoo.com
Owner 1949,1950, 1952,
and 1950 Checkers
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ICTA Memeber & Checker Cabs at Das
Awkscht Fescht 2018
For 55 years, Das Awkscht Fescht has been a summer tradition
for all ages. Offering three fun-packed days in the great
outdoors, it’s been a perfect way for families to celebrate
summer and see some of the finest antique cars from the east
coast. Members of the ICTA have been participating in this
event for a least 20 years!
The godfather of all Checker clubs Don McHenry first started
attending Das Awkscht pulling his antique show car with his
family Checker back in the 70’s. Purchased new in 1961, by
the 1980’s Don’s trailer pulling Superba wagon ultimately
became a show car too!
Over the years Don and his Checker buddy Bill Hossfield
continued to promote Das Awkscht Fescht, by the 1990’s the
event had become a popular meeting place among Checker
owners/drivers. Soon ICTA members Bruce & Marjorie Uhrich
and Doug Klauck made Das Awkscht a regular annual event.

The Uhrich and Fay Taxicabs
This writer first went to the Macungie event way back in
1999. A memorable show, it rained all weekend
long. Despite the rain, Checker fans including Michael
Angelich all piled into Bruce’s Aerobus and spent the
weekend talking Checkers! That memorable weekend
truly demonstrated that Checker owners are never alone,
we stick together no matter how much it pours and trust
me it’s poured a lot over the last couple of years.
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Through the years more Checker fans have joined the
Checker fun in Pennsylvania.

Regulars missed the annual Das Awkscht Fescht event. That
said five Checkers participated in the event, a pretty good
showing for a regional event, four regulars did not make it
to Macungie this year.

Members Christian Hutter, Michael Pincus, Victor Coiro
and Bert Beebe have now made the Sunday show a
On Saturday ICTA members Christian Hutter and his son
significant Checker event. Over that last three years,
these ICTA members have had a big impact and each year Gavin entered the field with their pristine 1978 A11. The
only Checker on display on Saturday, many of our blog
this event had increased in Checker participation.
readers may remember that Chris celebrated a big win with
This past August ICTA members celebrated the 55th show. AACA judged Checker at the May National event near
Pittsburgh.
Checkers from the ICTA and one from the CCCofA made
the event . Unfortunately for various reasons many of
On Sunday Christian arrived first, at around 7:30 before the
gates opened. This writer was also on hand with my 1950
Checker Model A4. For me personally it was very exciting to
display at Macungie for the first time. Both cars entered the
field together at about 8:05.

The Hutter A11

Thirty minutes later we were joined by ICTA members
Marjorie and Bruce Uhrich who made the drive from
Philadelphia in their stunning 1956 Checker Model A8
Standard. The best part of their arrival was directing the old
1956 Model A8 Standard in green and yellow livery
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next to the 1950 Model A4 in like green and yellow livery! Of course
Bruce placed the vintage taxi stand sign between both cars.
Shortly after the Uhrich’s arrival Jim Rogers & Nicole Rogers arrived
with their family in their classic NYC A11. Best described as war torn,
the Rogers A11 is always a crowd pleaser. In tow were the Roger’s
two boys, it’s great to see youngsters attending Checker events. The
future of the Checker hobby needs to be passed on to a new
generation.
Mattern A12

The last arrival was Tony Mattern, the only CCCofA member at the allday affair, as usual the Checkers looked great. Tony’s Checker was the
only Checker Marathon on display, all other Checker’s on display
represented were painted in taxi livery. I think it was the first time
that at a Checker meet the majority were purpose built taxicabs as
opposed to Marathons. I guess it should be expected given the
majority of participants were (internet Checker Taxicab Archive)
members.
As usual the Checkers created quite a stir, one man was brought to
tears, at the sight of the A4. According to man, it brought back many

Jim & Nicole’s Rogers A11
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great memories of New York. As always, touching and climbing the cabs in was encourage. One couple actually wanted
to sit in the back of the Checkers so they could neck and kiss!

Christian Hutter set up a large tent that allowed for some much need shade. The Roger’s had a cooler full of refreshing
beverages and Bruce Uhrich entertained all with his historical photograph collections neatly presented in numerous
binders.
Speaking of Don McHenry, the man who coined the phrase “A Checker Owner is Never Alone”, he’s doing well. He did
not make it to Macungie, but he is still attending shows. This past June, Christian Hutter had the opportunity to see
Don at an AACA event. He was actually showing a car at the age of 94!

Don McHenry’s 61 Superba

Hutter and McHenry 2018

Early Arrivers Hutter & Uhrich
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The Giving Tree Orchards and Event Barn, for meet and
greet, show off their Checkers and dined on a BBQ
dinner.
According to Dave the Giving Tree Orchards and Barn “is
a barn that we transformed into a reception hall for our
rustic New Year’s Eve Wedding. We had so much fun
doing this, and feel we have a unique gift to share with
other people that we decided to rent this out for
weddings, receptions, anniversary, birthday or
graduation parties”.

Checker Meet Up At The Giving Tree Orchards and
Event Barn & Put-In -Bay
In mid August a group of ICTA members gathered in Put-inBay, Ohio for great get together. Hosted by Dave Kniffen,
Checker fans had a great time for this first time event, as
usual the event brought new and old friends together. The
group gathered at Dave’s event center,

This year we have seen limited participation consistant
with other Checker events across the country. The
Elkhart, Indiana Checker show pulled in 10 Checkers.
The Prescott, Arizona show organized by Walt Lynn and
ICTA member Dan Smith had eight Checker participate,
like the Macungie, PA. the Put-In-Bay show had five
Checker participants. Big or small, just getting two
Checkers together can be a ball.
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Dave and his family entertained long time Checker fans Zandra and Tim
Bower, who pulled in with their spectacular 1982 Checker Winkoff. Also
attending was Rick and Kathy Lucius who entertained all with their
massive multi colored themed Checker Aerobus.
Day 2 and it was time to move onto Put-In-Bay and join some of the
events on the island. Rick and Kathy switched out the Aerobus and
appeared in their beautiful Checker A11 Taxicab. Three cars entered the
Put-In-Bay antique car parade and show. Dave in his blue Marathon, the
Bowere’s in their Winkoff and the Lucius’ A11.

Dave was so happy with the event, there is already talk about doing
another informal meet up during apple season in his orchard! A big
thank you to David for pulling off the first time event.
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The Last Checker? All Ten Of Them!

ICTA members challenged the claim via the ICTA
Facebook page.
Given the recent discussion it does make sense to
paint a picture of Checker automobile production,
sales and delivery post that faithful day that the last
Checker came down the line.

The first one that comes to mind is a Checker that
received national attention in 1983. “Driven Mind”
a book by Garry Sowerby documents the many
exciting and grueling road trips by the author.
Garry is in the “Guiness Book of World Records” for
So most Checker fans are aware that, the last official Checker
the record time of driving around the world, and for
Cab produced is sitting in the Gilmore Museum in Hickory
Corners, Michigan. Serial number 2000 was produced in June of his other amazing road trips. One trip documented
1982 and with great fanfare exited the line and took its place in but was never run was the proposed Paris to Peking
auto race of 1982.
history as being the last Checker produced.
That said: over the years, other “last Checkers” have popped
up. Most recently a 1982 Checker appeared on Craig’s list
claiming to be the last Checker delivered. No supporting
documentation is presented and it would be fair to say many

According to Sowerby ““In 1982, when Checker
Motors Corporation of Kalamazoo, Michigan
stopped production of the iconic hulks that had
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become synonymous with the term New York Taxi, a bit of an American tradition skidded onto the hard shoulders of
reality.
How would all those New Yorkers and taxi riders from all over the U.S., where the massive but technically crude
behemoths cruised for fares, ever get used to the back seat of a Ford Crown Victoria or Chevy Impala? As sad as it
seemed, the time had come to move the taxicab business from 1950s technology into the ’80s. Like swapping beehive
hairdos for 1980s-era big hair, the venerable Checker A-11 taxicab had run its course.”

Sowerby actually purchased a Checker, but obtaining one was a challenge.
Again, according to Sowerby “We needed something iconic for the cab and
set our sights on a Checker taxi. When we called their head office in
Kalamazoo and got the word about production stopping, sponsorship was
out of the question. However, they told us one car remained. Hmm, the last
Checker taxi!”

Recent Last Checker Ad on Craig’s List

Sowerby further wrote “We picked up the green and white 1982 A11
Checker in Kalamazoo on November 22, 1982 (see header photo). A live
feed to Good Morning America let us tell the world about the strange and
brutal mission the last Checker cab was about to undertake. We drove to
Chicago, met with Playboy Magazine and arrived back in Toronto to much
fanfare since Paul Rimstead
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had already written a half-dozen columns about our big adventure.”
Today, Gary’s Checker has found a home at the Maritime
Motorsports Hall of Fame Museum and is an inductee of the
Canadian Motorsports Hall of Fame. So there you have it, the last
Checker was delivered on November 22th 1982. Could there me
more “last” Checkers?
Well not so fast! We know from the CMC Checker Newsletter that
the truckload of new Checkers were shipped out in March 1983. CMC
executive Rod Walton, wrote in the CMC April 1983 newsletter a
brief note with a picture “Last Of The Checkers Leave Kalamzoo”.

April 1983 CMC Headlight Newsletter Blurb

Many have heard about a rumor of a 1983 Checker being produced.
Yes a Checker was produced offline in 1983. The car was built for a
wealthy New York businessman Neil Rosenstein. According to former
Plant Manager John Logan, a A12E leftover engineering unit was
used as a source for the car. The plant no longer had any longer
doors, so the shorter A11 doors were used and a center section was
added. Essentially hand assembled, the car was fitted with a 1983
serial plate at the plant.
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Two high mileage Checkers, sitting at Cab Services
were pulled out of the weeds and rebuilt to exacting
NYC standards. The cars were equipped with trailers
to tow a Basketball hoop. Nike used the vehicles at
various charity events to promote youth basketball.
The two Checkers were even used to showcase the
Nike brand at the 1997 making an appearance at the
NCAA Girls Final Four tournament. So, the question
is, can these Nike Checkers be considered the last
Checkers delivered by Checker?
1983 Checker A12E Limo built offline
Believe it or not, there was also Checker remanufacturing
running at the plant in 1996! From the 80’s through the
90’s, CMC would remanufacture or refurbish Checker
Cabs in the Cab Service Building. One big name customer
was Nike. According to CMC Corporate newsletters of
1997, Nike contacted Checker to see if cabs could be
purchased for a marketing campaign called “Swoosh”.

But wait there’s more! What about those new
Checkers in the showroom parked until 2009? Many
Checker fans who visited the plant in 2002 at one of
the larger Checker conventions may remember
seeing several new Checkers sitting in the showroom,
all were new! This writer certainly remembers
them! What happened to them after Checker went
bankrupt? In theory, these too could be considered
the last Checkers delivered by Checker Motors Corp.
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The answer is pretty simple, the Markin family took
delivery of all those units and sold them off over the last
ten years. Many ICTA members had the pleasure of visiting
Chris Markin’s compound in Kalamazoo in 2016. Deep in
the corner of his garage was a new 1982 Checker. A bright
red unit, it only had 16 miles on the odometers!

So in the end, it’s clear that after assembly line production
Checker automobile activity continued in Kalamazoo, just
a little under the radar.

Former Showroom Checker with 16 miles
logged since production in 1982
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Are Checker Owners Deluded?
Checker values have been a challenge for quite sum time.
Some 18 years ago, the last NYC taxi was auctioned off for
over 6 figures, after that transaction Checker prices were
never the same. Immediately following the auction,
Checker prices went sky high.
On a regular basis anybody who wanted to sell a used
Checker put an asking price of 30K on their beloved cars.
All were quick to point out that famous NYC auction.
Unfortunately, none of the same people have ever
pointed out the fact that, that same cab was auctioned
off several years later for $9000.00. It was later auctioned
again, and received less than the previous 9k price.
That said, most Checker folks still think their Checkers are
worth the same as the Hope Diamond. Are we Checker
fans all deluded? To put it into perspective, this writer
took a look at the last batch of Checker put up for sale on
the ICTA website. Most are originals and non-restored

cars. The average asking price is $6174.00.
If you look at the Old Cars Magazine value guide, Checkers
in good to very good condition are valued from $4000.00
to $9000.00. This appears to be consistent with the pricing
we see on the recent advertisements on the ICTA website.
Two recently sold nice Checkers went for under $4000.00.
We are seeing more free Checkers being traded as
opposed to sold. Many owners just want to find good
homes for their Checkers.
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There are still high priced Checkers out there, in Haverhill,
Mass. The used Checker dealer is selling several for prices in
the 15K to 20K range. It’s interesting to note these cars have
been for sale for three to four years.

Additionally there are some examples of Checkers selling for
over 30K. Remember the 1969 Checker wagon with factory
bucket seats? That Checker went for 30K!. Please keep in
mind that the Barnfind.com car was heavily promoted.

High prices Checkers languishing in Haverhill

Barnfinds.com Checker Wagon Sold for over 30K
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So the good news is, you can still get a Checker at a fair price. If you wanted a restored Checker, they are out there, and
you’ll have plenty of time to buy, as they sit on the market for quite a while. So to answer to the original question: no,
Checker owners are not deluded just optomistic.
For a quick look at the listings check out this advertised Checkers
Status
Condition
For Sale
Asking Price
1980 A11 Diesel

$ 12,500.00

Original

1964 Checker Marathon
A12

$ 8,000.00

Original

1977 Checker Marathon
taxicab

$ 7,200.00

Original

1981Checker Marathon

$ 2,500.00

Original

1976 Checker

$ 11,340.00

Original

1967 Checker

$8,500

Disassembled

1965 Checker Wagon

$2,500

Original

Sold

1964 Checker Marathon

$3,500

Original

Sold

1966 Checker Marathon

$5,700

Original

1982 Checker A12E

$7500,00

Original
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Fort Cab Survivors
Fort Leonard Wood is US military installation located in
the Missouri. The post was created in December 1940 and
became an engineering training post with the creation of the
Engineer Replacement Training Center. Additionally during World
War II Italian and German POWs were interned at the fort.
In 1984, as part of the base realignment and closure process, most
of the U.S. Army Engineer School’s operations were consolidated
at Fort Leonard Wood. In 1999, again as part of the Base
Realignment and Closure process, the U.S. Army Chemical Corps
and Military Police Corps schools were transferred to Fort Leonard
Wood. In 2009, the U.S. Army Maneuver Support Center was
redesignated the Maneuver Support Center of Excellence
(MSCoE). Fort Leonard Wood is clearly a very special place.

Doug Klauck photos of Fort Cabs circa 1990

Fort Leonard Is a very special installation due to its significance in
trainng, It also a very special place for Checker fans and historians.
For many years the Fort Cab Company operated a large fleet of
Checkers operated by Luther Thomas. The Fort Cab Company
served the men and women of Fort Leonard on and off base.
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Doug Klauck photos of Fort Cabs circa 1990
Back in the day, Fort Cab was the only cab service allowed on the military base.

The company’s large fleet was well maintained by a well-organized maintenance department. For this reason Fort Cab
was able to operate many of their Checker A10 cabs well into the late 1990’s. The company even had their own in
house team used to hand paint lettering onto new cabs!. It’s quite possible that a significant purchase was made by
Fort Cab in 1982 and that many of these cabs were held in inventory to be put in service in the late 1980’s and early
1990’s.
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ICTA Member Doug Klauck, paid a visit to Fort Cab in the early 1990’s, according to Doug:
”I met with Luther Thomas, the owner of Fort Cab. I don’t know what ever happened to Luther but he was quite ill at the
time, functioning with a tank of oxygen by his side. None the less he was very willing to talk about his taxis that I had just
spent several hours looking over. His lot was a sight to behold. All the cars were perfectly lined up. No weeds or junk
around the cars on the huge paved surface just off the main road to Fort Leonard Wood. All seemed as clean as if on a
used car dealers lot. This was several years before Coke bought many cars off the lot for their Surge campaign. Luther told
me he had 2 different years I could choose from, plus he had an A12 with 14 miles on it in his shed. Wow, this was 13 plus
years after the final A12 was manufactured.”
As most Checker fans are aware, real Checker A11 taxicab
survival rates are very low, due to the severe service most taxis
endure. Thankfully the good maintenance and management of
the fleet has resulted in a large number of survivors. It appears
the two primary factors resulted in the saving of Fort Cabs. Ben
Merkel and Coca Cola.

Doug Klauck photos of Fort Cabs circa 1990

Checker collector Ben Merkel was in his peak state of Checker
investing when many of the Fort Cab Checkers became available
after fleet retirement. Typically Checkers would be recycled, but
given the age of the full fleet, the cabs were not cannibalized to
support a newer fleet, this was the end of the line.
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Ben would make several trips to purchase various Checkers. Is
some cases Ben had company as recently recounted by ICTA
member Ray Tomkinson, Ray posted:
“I met up with Ben about 17 years ago. We visited Fort Cab. I
purchased fleet no 1 a Marathon V8 Ben bought another cab
and the diesel a few weeks later. We all drove in convoy back to
Cleveland. No problems. I then shipped no1 back to England.”
Ultimately Ben would sell off all of his Fort Cabs, except for Fort
Cab Number 3. Cab 3 is a very rare diesel model, in great
condition and one of the many Fort Cab Checkers that survive.

Ben Merkel’s cab number 3 diesel cab

ICTA members Gary Michaels purchased Fort Cab 50 from Ben
Merkel and ship out to the west coast. ICTA member Emerson
Zentz purchase a Fort Cab from Ben Merkel too, joining a fleet
of vintage Checkers and buses. Emerson’s Fort Cab is very
unique in that it’s an Checker A11e Super Cab, essentially a
long wheelbase limo sized Checker in the sturdy durable
taxicab trim.
Ray Tomkinson’s cab number 1
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Gary Michaels Cab 50

Emerson Zentz’s Cab

Peter Oliver’s Cab

The other factor the saved many Fort Cabs was the early 90’s Coca Cola Surge Cab marketing campaign. Many old cabs
were saved from an uncertain fate through their advertising campaign to offer free Surge Checker Cabs via local contests
across the country. Many of the contest were held at state and county fairs, can you imagine going to the fare and coming
home with a free Checker?
Coke purchased at least 40 Checkers from Fort Cab. Once acquired the Checkers were sent to Craftsmen Industries of St.
Charles, Missouri to be refurbished, note that they were refurbished and not restored. Once refurbished the Checkers were
distributed across the country to participating Coca Cola bottlers, who then use the Checker to promote the Surge
lemon/lime drink. Many of the Checker gifted via contest, still survive.
Beyond the two major transactions other transactions were executed that saved Fort Cabs. Late Last year, we listed an
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auction on the ICTA web site, it read as follows:

SELLING WITHOUT RESERVE! This 1982 Checker Taxi
Cab was once part of a fleet of over 100 Taxis owned
by the Fort Cab Company. This particularly taxi was in
use for many years at Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri.
The Fort Cab Company was the only Cab Company
allowed to be on the base. The overall condition is
good. The odometer reads 19,882, but it could very
well be 119,882 miles! It has standard back seat and a
jump seat.
Ultimately the Checker sold for a very reasonable price
of $8800.00 Thankfully ICTA member Peter Oliver was
able to buy the most recently uncovered Fort Cab.
Imported to the UK Peter has restored and converted
to the Fort Cab to classic New York City livery.
In the end based on known ICTA members and Surge
cab survivors, its highly likely that as many as 25 Fort
Cabs have survived and are still being enjoyed by
Checker fans. If anybody knows of another large fleet
that has survive please share any info with the ICTA.

Craftsman Industries staging of former Fort Cabs to be
converted to Surge Cabs
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ICTA Members Photos

Daniel Smith to the rescue!
Ryan Scholl’s Cab
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ICTA Members Photos

Bill Crawford’s A12

Joe Fay’s A4 Taxicab
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The Mystery Of The Cowhide
I wish I knew the answer, but this
writer does not. Did Checker
produce wagons with cowhide
seats? Seems preposterous, yet
we have some evidence, but we
also have evidence that CMC
didn’t include cowhide as an
available item, so we have the
mystery of the cowhide seats.
Let’s start with evidence that
suggests that cowhide seats were
available. Deep from the archive
several photos can be found fr
that depicted a wagon with
cowhide seats. The series of
photo were taken outside of the
CMC Kalamazoo
headquarters. The manufacture
license plates indicate that the
photos are from 1959.
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It’s also interesting to note that the wagon is equipped with old style bumpers lacking the center dip. In these photos
we can see that the seats are powered up from and that the material appears to be vinyl as opposed to actual
cowhides.
We also have a photo of a cowhide wagon shot at what appears to be at an automobile show. It’s interesting to note
that this Checkers appears to be a lighter color wagon, when compared to the photos above. Based on the photos it
can be assumed that there were at least two car produced with simulated cowhide. This wagon also appears like the
one above to be an early model with the old style bumpers.
That all said, we also have contradictory evidence: The fall 1960 Checker price list. A full list many items are listed,
including power front and rear seats. The list also mentions broadcloth upholstery option, but no mention of cowhide.
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So we have the mystery of cowhide, was it really available as a option or are these wagons specially made early
production show cars. Did someone at CMC smartly say “hell no” to cowhide? Perhaps maybe some of our ICTA
super sleuths can come up with the answer?
If you can confirm, please contact us at the ICTA.
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Checkers For Sale
Currently on the ICTA website as of 4-22-18

Four LA Checkers need to be saved from the crusher!

I bought them in hopes of saving them from scrap. Fair price with may decent parts. Contact Scott at 951
233 7732 or regtransit@aol.com
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1964 Checker Station wagon Hills, ON for sale….very rare
station wagon made by Checker Motors, has been updated
with a 1985 Impala front clip, has an early rebuilt 350 V8,
rebuilt auto 700R4 trans, 9 ” rear axle, 4 wheel disc brakes,
stainless steel hardware, true dual exhaust, everything new
or rebuilt, VERY reliable car, comes with many extra used
and NOS parts.

Checker Marathon Lots of new part, New paints,
Rebuilt transmission with 24,000 mile warranty AC
Power steering Power brakes
Built this car to use with my grand kids just bought a
vw bus camper to take them camping want to put
the money in to that partial trades welcome vespa
car trailer (603) 231-9298

Seller Larry Parsons contact 705-489-4562
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This is a checker marathon limo sedan runs and drives
needs a little love. great car just don’t have the time for
it.
Asking $7000 or best offer. (404) 861-3672

1982 Checker Blue/Gray in color, V-8 engine,
92,000. miles, garage keep, cloth seats,
automatic, good tires, I have owned the car for
over 20 years. Car is in good condition.
(910) 520-1732
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Runs and drives like new. Nice inside and out. Was
never actually a taxi but looks every bit the part. Has
been in commercials. 140,ooo miles, privately owned
and spent most of it’s time in Spokane so very solid.
New transmission, tires, brakes….needs nothing.
Completely reliable and drives like new. (425) 7839308

cylinders: 6 cylinders drive: rwd fuel: gas
odometer: 66397 paint color: custom size: full-size
title status: clean transmission: automatic type: sedan
Runs pretty good. Needs paint and body work (559)
960-7981
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1964 checker
marathon a-12 limo
– $8000 (Fernley)
Has original motor, is
a 230 CID with Glass
Evap System, original
Transmission. Interior
has been redone with
new carpet and
reupholstered original
bench seats in marine
leather. Runs and
drives great! Original
title in hand, 2nd
owner $9000.00
obo Call Jim at 775303-5082

1965 Checker Marathon, like New York
Taxi. Chevy 283 V-8 engine, all original.
Runs and drives. Needs total restoration. I
have owned this car since 2000, call Steve
(503) 930-1745
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1966 Checker Marathon (Illinois)
My uncle bought this car new it needs total
restorationit ran when it was parked. It has a
Chevrolet inline 6 cyl with an automatic the interior is
suprisingly nice. The car has never been altered
could be fun project. 1200 obo Contact Bruce
at: 847-815-9861

1969 Checker Marathon Model A12E Long
Wheel Base Best Offer
I have a 1969 checker cab marathon up for
trade or sale I'm leaving town and I don't wanna
leave it in storage runs drives
Any other questions Call ☎ (702) 517-1003
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1971 Checker Marathon Taxi Cab – $15000 (Johnstown Pa.)
For sale a factory original Checker Marathon Taxi Cab.
Bought it back in 1979 has been garage kept, only
brought it out for parades and car shows. bought it from
the original owners estate. can't say how long he had it in
a garage? Speedometer showing 69,662 miles on it as far
as I know, body has a few marks here and there. Frame is
100% solid no rust. Interior original blue cloth seats no
holes or tears. Head liner is in good shape. Cab has a
Chevrolet V8 283 CI, with a three speed automatic
transmission. Starts and runs 100% engine burns no oil.
Was set up for A/C from factory but compressor missing.
Has a two way radio, argo taxi meter, and a 70's taxi roof
light. Please don't be afraid to ask any Questions. When it
quits raining here will be posting more pitchers. A Checker
sold on eBay recently for a good sum of money was two
years newer than mine. Selling because retiring from Cab
business. Price is negotiable could end up higher or lower.
It would be hard to find a cab in this shape and condition
and runs. Please note this cab title is in my dealerships
name. But the car is mine. ☎ (814) 243-7716
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Classifieds Ads: Parts from our Facebook friends
officially available and less $ than originally anticipated! Set
of 6 $20, second sets $12, individual $4. All free shipping.
PM me I take Matt Thomas in the Facebook Checker Cab
Club
PayPal paypal.me/MThomas773 personal check, coins, and
gold.

Bill Beurkens has decals for sale. I had these made for
vehicles made by the Checker Motors Corporation, a
now defunct company. These are the same exact size
and shape as the original chromed pot metal badges.
$5 for CHECKER and $8 for the CHECKER Marathon.
Shipped FREE. These come on application tape to help
you install them in alignment.
Available in silver, black, chrome-look (I have these on
my car)
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Checker aficionados Ben Merkel and Joe Fay give us the low-down on the historic
models and many of its limousine and private car variants, in the USA and in other
parts of the world. Checker - the All-American Taxi features: The background history of
the company on-street pictures of Checker cabs in service across the USA and overseas.
Pictures of rare limousine, Aerobus, private and medical versions. The Galva projects new generation Checker models that were never put into production Fully informative
captions. Short Description. Nothing portrays the American taxicab like the classic
Checker. Even though it has been out of service for many years, it is still in demand by
film and TV programme makers. This richly-illustrated book focusses on the history of
the most famous models, the A-8 to the A-11 and many of its limousine and private car
variants. Illustrated with archive shots, posed photographs and on-street images.

Available at http://www.earlswoodpress.co.uk/

Looking for gift for your little Checker fans? Here’s a great
item, Zandra and Tim Bowers have just published another
children’s book in their Checker Cab’s Adventure series.
The book follows the adventures of Checker Cab, Cab
Driver and his good luck charm Bunwacky as they travel
around Washington D.C. This fun read is very educational
and showcases various Washington D. C. landmarks. The
book also features fantastic illustrations by Katlyn Knuver.
If you would like to get a copy, please reach out to Tim
and Zandra at thbower@comcast.net
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818-999-1485
sales@checkerparts.com

The largest supplier of NOS,
Reproduction and Used Checker Parts
Specializing in Checker Taxi, Marathon,
Superba and Aerobus

The mysterious 1933 Checker
Model T truck. Believed to be
remanufactured cabs for a
second life of cargo transport

